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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a system of m ordinary differential equations 
in an interval t, < t < T, with the initial condition 
x(&J = x, . (1.2) 
Here t, is any number in the interval [0, T). The functions y(t), z(t) (to be 
called control functions) are chosen from two prescribed sets. The 
corresponding solution x(t) is called a trajectory. We introduce a functional P: 
P( Y, 4 = gW>, t> + 1’ W> x(t), r(t), 44) dt. 
%I 
(1.3) 
In [I] we have defined the concept of a differential game associated with 
the system (l.l), (1.2) and with the puyo# (1.3), when t = T. (Actually we 
have considered the more general case where instead of (the continuous 
function) g(x(T), T) we have any uniformly continuous functional of the 
trajectory.) We proved, under suitable conditions, the existence of Value and 
of saddle points. We have also proved that the Value l’(xO , to) is Lipschitz 
continuous in (x0 , to). 
In [2] (and also in $6 of [I]) we considered the case where % is not fixed. In 
that case we are given a closed set F in R”’ x [0, CO) called the terminal set 
and f is the capture time, i.e., t is the first value of t for which (x(t), t) lies in F. 
We assume that F contains the set Rm x [To , M) for some To E (0, T), so 
* This work was partially supported by National Science Foundation grant NSF 
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that t exists. We have proved, under suitable conditions, that the game has 
Value and saddle points and that V(x a, to) is Lipschitz continuous, provided 
the payoff has the special form 
(1.4) 
Of particular importance is the special case where h ~-: I, i.e., P(y, z) == i - t, . 
In this case the game is called a pursuit-evasion game. 
In the case of general payoff (1.3) (with t the capture time) we call the game 
a diSfeerentia1 game of survival. The object of the present paper is to prove, 
under suitable conditions, that a game of survival has Value and saddle 
points, and that V(x, , to) is Lipschitz continuous. It can also be asserted, as 
in [2], that V(x, t) satisfies a first order partial differential equation in every 
open set where it is continuously differentiable. 
Survival games can be considered as games with finite terminal time T. 
However the payoff is not a continuous functional, and this is the main source 
of difficulty encountered in trying to prove that the Value and saddle points 
exist, and that the Value is continuous (or Lipschitz continuous). 
Throughout this paper, unless the contrary is explicitly stated, the number 
f  occurring in (1.3) is the capture time. 
2, ASSUMPTIONS 
Let Y and 2 be fixed compact subsets of some euclidean spaces Rp and 
RQ, respectively. As in [I] and [2], the control functions y(t) and z(t) are any 
measurable functions with values in Y and Z, respectively. In proving that 
a survival game has Value, we shall need the following assumptions: 
(i) f(t, x,y, z) is continuous in (t, x,y, a) E [0, T] x R” x Y x Z. 
(ii) For each t E [0, T], y  E Y, z E 2, R > 0 and x, x in R”, 1 x j < R, 
; M’ 1 < R, 
If(t,x,y,z)-f(t,~,y,~)l~h,Ix--x 
(12, == k, (R) constant). (2.1) 
(iii) For each t E [0, T], y  E Y, z E Z and x E R”, 
If@, x, y, 3 -5; 4 I x I + ks (k, , k, constants). (2.2) 
(iv) y  and .z act “separately” on the right hand side of (1 .l), i.e., 
f(t, x, y, 2) = f’(C XT Y) +.m XT xl* (2.3) 
(v) g(x, t) is continuous in (x, t) E R” x [0, T], and h(t, x,y, a) is 
continuous in (t, x,y, 2) E [0, T] x R” x Y x Z. 
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(vi) y and z act “separately” on the integral part of the payoff, i.e., 
h(t, x, y, 4 = hl(4 x, y) + h,(t, x, 4. (2.4) 
To prove the existence of saddle points, we shall need the following 
additional assumption: 
(vii) For each t E [0, T], x E Rm, the sets fl(t, X, Y) and f2(r, y, 2) are 
convex sets. 
Regarding the set F, we assume, as in [I] and [2], that it is a closed set 
containing the set R” x [T,, , co) for some T, E (0, 7’). We shall further 
assume: 
(F*) F is a closed domain with boundary aF in class Cs. Furthermore, 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
for all (x, t) E aF, where v = (vr ,..., v, , v nL+l) is the normal to aF at the point 
(x, t), pointing to the exterior of F. 
In view of (iv), the order of “min” and “max” in both (2.5) and (2.6) can 
be interchanged. 
In [2] we have assumed that (2.5) holds. We then proved that if (x0, to) 
lies near aF then x can force (x(t), t) to enter F after some time :<cp(x, , to), 
where p(x, , to) is the distance from (x ,, , to) to F and c is a positive constant 
independent of (X ,, , to). If the payoff is given by (1.4) with h < 0, then to 
extend the results of [2] one should replace the condition (2.5) by (2.6). This 
leads us to assume both (2.5) and (2.6) in the case of survival games with 
general payoff. 
3. EXISTENCE OF VALUE 
In [I] we have introduced the definitions of an upper S-game G6, a lower 
S-game Gs , upper S-value Va, lower S-value V, , a differential game 
G = W% V&H> UPP er value of G, and lower value of G. We shall assume 
that the reader is familiar with these concepts. Unlike [I], we are now 
concerned with payoff of the form (1.3) where t’ is the capture time. This, 
however, does not affect any of the definitions of the above concepts. 
Furthermore, the following result, proved in [I] for (1.3) with i = T 
remains true (with the same proof) for (1.3) with i the capture time. 
505/7/~-8 
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LEMMA 1. Assume that (i)-(iii) and (v) hold, and consider the diffeerential 
game of suraiz~al associated with (1. I), (I .2), (1.3). Then: 
(a) Vs = inf s;; P[A, , P] = s;F inf P[A 8 , P] ; 
43 
(b) I/6 = sup in;P[r,, As] = i$s:; P[r6, Ad]; 
rs rs 
(c) If & = (T - t,)/2’f for i = 1,2 and S, < 6, , then 
V”” 3 v”1 3 V$ 3 lT& . 
From (c) it follows that CT+ --= lim IV and V-- = lim I’, exist. (By 
definition, I+ and V- are the upper and lower values of the game.) If  
171 :- T:‘- then we say that the game has palue, and we then call the number 
v  =- cys,, , to) - VT th e value of the \‘alue (or the Value of the game). 
THE~REILI I. Let (i)-(vi) hold and let F satisfy (F*). Then the diSfeerentia1 
game associated with (1. l), (I .2), (I .3) has Calue. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 1, for any t :, 0 there exists an upper S-strategy 
Fs and an upper a-strategy A6 such that 
L-fi :<; P[Ll, , pj + c for anv iI,, (3.1) 
vs ; P[r, , &] - E for any I’, . (3.2) 
‘Il:e denote by p(x, f) the distance from a point (x, t) to F. We denote by 
F, (p > 0) the set of all points (x, t) $ intF such that p(x, t) .‘. IL. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a su$kiently small posittide number /lo , a positive 
constant c and apositive z’aluedfunction 6,, = S,(p) with 8&u) --f 0 zfp - 0, such 
that the followiq is true: Let (A, , r”) h e any pair ofs!rategies and let x(t) be the 
trajectory correspondiq to this pail- (h_ 3) un upper s-game). Suppose that 
8 < S,(p), 0 < p < p0 , and sqhpose that (x(t), t) 6 int F for all t, :.- t -::. I”. 
If (x(t*), t”) lies in F, , then there exists a strategy A-, such that the capture time 
i of the trajectory i(t) correspondirrCr to (d”, , rs) satisjies: 
t*: --~ s 2: 5” < t* + c/J. (3.3) 
Proof. There exists an R :> 0 be such that any trajectory of (l.l), (1.2) 
satisfies [ x(t)] < R. Let F’ be a closed domain lying in the interior of F such 
that its boundary S” is parallel to aF at a distance p. It follows that 
the condition (2.5) holds on ZF’ n (1 x 1 < RR) if p is sufficiently small. 
We denote by p’(x, t) the distance from a point (x, t) to F’. Note 
that if <x, t) $F and if / x 1 < R and p(x, t) is sufficiently small, then 
P’(& 4 = P + f+, 9 
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The point t* is contained in some interval Ij, , where 
Ij = {t; to + (j - 1) 6 < t < to + js>. 
Write 
I- = (I-J,..., ry, 45 = (A.1 ,...> &J. 
We set o^,,j = d,,j if 1 <j < j,, - 1. W’e shall now modify the d,,j into 
& for j > j, . 
Denote by xj and yj the controls on Ij of z and y respectively, when the 
game is given by the pair (d, , P). In particular, we have 
y&(t) = PJ+, ,...) nJ(t) for t E Ij, . 
Let zj,(t) be a control function of z on Ij, such that the trajectory x(t) in 
Ij, (with y(t) = yi,(t), z(t) = %Jt)), and the initial condition 
$t, + (jo - 1) 6) = @o + (jo - 1) 8) 
satisfies: Either (a(t), t) enters F’ at some point t of IjO or else 
f’W” + joq, to +jo4 0 f’@(to + (jo - 1) 61, t, + (j - 1) 6) - c$. (3.4) 
Here q, is a positive constant independent of 4, , P, 6, j,, , ,J. The existence of 
such a control zj, (t) was proved in Lemma 5 of [Z]. We set 
Zjo+,(t) = Sjo(t - 6) if t E Ij,+i . (3.5) 
We go to the next interval li,+r and take the y-control to be 
As before, by Lemma 5 of [2], there exists a control %jo+l(t) on 1j,+l such that 
the corresponding trajectory x(t) with the initial condition at to + j,,S given 
by the value at to + j,,S of the previous trajectory (which we have also denoted 
by T(t)), satisfies: Either (a(t), t) E F’ for some t E 1,,.,ml or else 
p’(x(to + (jo + 1) a), to + (jo + 1) 6) < p’(x(to +joS), to +jos) - c$. (3.6) 
We set 
Zjo+l(t) = .Tjo+l(t - S) if t E 13,+s. (3.7) 
Now again we set 
and choose z$,+~ in accordance with Lemma 5 of [2]. 
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Proceeding in this way, step by step, we find (as in proof of ‘Theorem I of 
[2]) that the resulting trajectory .x(t) satisfies: 
\(Z(t), t) $F’ if t, <: t ( t*, 
((z((t), t) E F’ for some t* - 6 s; t ,< t* -I- cp, 
where c is a positive constant independent of CL. 
Define as,j+l for j > j, such that 
(3.8) 
We also have 
rj = Pj(zl ,..., zj , Zfjo+l ,..., 5) if j, < j < 4 . 
Here k, is such that Iti, contains the point t. For j > k, we can define the 1 
A,,? in any way we want. 
Having constructed the s,,i , we denote by j(t), S(t) and i(t) they-control, 
z-control and the corresponding trajectory which result from the pair 
(as , Ys). We also denote by p(t) and i?(t) the y-control and z-control corres- 
ponding to the trajectory a(t). Thus, r(t) = s(t) and, in view of (3.5), (3.7), 
etc., 
G(t) = z(t) if t EI, and j -g j,, , 
if(t) = ,%(t - 6) if t EI, and j,) + 1 SY j < k, -+ I. 
In view of Lemma 4 of [I] we then deduce that 
sup I  x ( t )  -  qqi < @) ,  m  -  0 
if 6 ---f 0, WV 
t <t:<z 0’ 
where 7(S) is independent of the control functions. The assertion of the lemma 
now follows from (3.8), (3.9). 
We return to the proof of Theorem 1. We fix a point z in 2 and consider the 
following upper S-game G6 : .z chooses zr - z on 1, . Then y  chooses 
yr = JVzl on I1 . In general, 
q(t) = ~~qx, , y1 ) y2 )... , yj-J(t - 6) for tEIj, 
(3.10) 
yj(t) Zzz F”j(Zl j Z2 j..s) Zj)(t) for ttlr,. 
Denote by y”(t) and x,(t) the control functions thus defined, and denote by 
G(t) the corresponding trajectory. 
Let o ,^ = (dl,,, ,..., &,) where 
21 = &I , xj = A8,j(x1 9 Yl 9 YZ *a..9 Yj-1) (2 < j d 4. 
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Then the controls y”(t), x,(t) are obtained from an upper S-game with the 
pair (& , pa). 
We shall compare the above upper a-game with the following lower &game. 
First y chooses yr on 1; . Then z chooses x1 = J8Jy1 on I1 . In general, 
y chooses the same control yi (on Ij) as in (3.10) 
x chooses .zj = d8*i(x1 , y1 , yz ,..., yj-i) on Ij . 
(3.11) 
Denote the control for z which is obtained in this manner by z*(t), and the 
corresponding trajectory by x,(t). The control function for y is the same 
function y*(t) as in the previous a-game. 
Let p8 = (fs,1 ,..., p8’,.,) where 
Yl = fk% 7 Yj = 1?6,j(% ,..*> 4 (2 <j < fi). 
Then the controls y”(t), z*(t) are obtained by playing a lower &game with the 
pair (p8 , n”G). 
By Lemma 4 of [I]: 
71’N - 0 if 6 --f 0, (3.12) 
t ;t$T 1 j, 44 x”(t), r”(t)> dt> dt - j; &, xcdt), y”(t), x*(t)> dt j (3.13) 
o- 1 
< r)“(S), q’(S) 3 0 if 6 ---f 0. 
Denote by i6 the capture time of x”(t), and denote by i8 the capture time 
for x,(t). Consider first the case where 
i, < is. (3.14) 
Then, (9(t), t) $Ffor all t, < t < &, . Also, in view of (3.12), for any positive 
number p sufficiently small there exists a positive number 6, = 6,(p) such that 
(Wd, 6) E F,, (3.15) 
if 6 < S,(p). Let pO, 8,,(p) be as in Lemma 2. We shall take 0 < p < y, , and 
we may then assume that 8r(p) < S,,(p). 
From Lemma 2 it follows that we can modify a, into 6, such that the 
trajectory corresponding to (6, , Fs) enters F at time t, satisfying 
t, - 6 < i, < f, + cp. (3.16) 
Since the family of all trajectories is equicontinuous, and since & can differ 
from f&j only on the intervals Ij which lie to the right of i8 - 6, we get 
t, x8(t), r”(t), ~(4) dt + o(l), (3.17) 
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where / o(l)1 < q(p) and 7?(p) + 0 if ,U --f 0 (while 8 < 6,(p)). W’e have used 
here the continuity ofg(x, t) and the fact that /z(t, x, y, z) is a bounded function 
on compact subsets of [0, T] x PI x Y x Z. 
We clearly have 
Combining (3.1), (3.2) with (3.17), (3.18) and using (3.12), (3.13) we get 
t, x6(t), y”(t), z,(t)) dt + o(l) i- E 
< g(x,(&), t,) + J; Nt, xs(t)> y”(t), x6(t)) dt + rl’(& CL) + E 
= P[F6 , B] + rl’(S, p) + E < v.5 + 71’(% CL) -‘ 2E 
where ~‘(6, p)+O if S-O, p-0, 8 < Sr(p). Taking 6-+ 0 and then 
p + 0, we obtain 
v+ .< VW + 26. 
Since E is arbitrary we get V’-+ < V- . Hence I’+- = V-. 
We have assumed so far that (3.14) holds. Suppose now that 
Then we can proceed in the same manner as before. Instead of Lemma 2 we 
have to apply an analogous lemma where the roles ofy and x are interchanged. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. EXISTENCE OF SADDLE POINTS 
A strategy r for y  is defined as a sequence r = {P} where 6 = (T - Q/2’, 
Y  = 1, 2,... . Similarly we define a strategy d = {D} for z. We fix a point z in 
Z and begin with an upper &game whereby zr = E and, generally, 
q(t) = Lls*i-l(xl , y1 , yz ,..., yiTl)(t - 6) if tEIj, 
yj(t) = P(Z~ , z2 )..., q)(t) if tcrj. 
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Denote by ys(t), z,(t) and x6(t) the y-control, z-control and the corresponding 
trajectory. We denote by P[r, A] the set of all numbers 01 for which there 
exists a subsequence {S,} of (6) such that 
sup / X+(t) - x(t)! --) 0, 
t,<t+ ‘T 
as 6, + 0, where x(t) is a trajectory. The assumption (vii) guarantees (cf. [Z]) 
that P[r, rl] is nonempty. 
Take strategies r.+6, A .+6 such that 
V8 < P[A, , r*s] + 6 for any A,, (4.1) 
V,>P[T,,Ay;6] -8 for any r,. (4.2) 
The argument used in the proof of Theorem 5 of [I] can then be repeated 
with obvious modifications, provided we make use of the proof of Theorem 1. 
In this way we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (i)-(vii) hokd. Then there exists a pair (r*, A*) 
of strategies which is a saddle point, i.e., 
P[I’, A”] < P[r*, A*] = (V} < P[r”, A] (4.3) 
for all strategies I’, A. In fact, such a pair (r*, A*) is giaen by r* --= {rt}, 
A* = (A:} where the r$, 0; are the S-strategies occurring in (4.1), (4.2). 
In (4.3) we have used the following notation: A -5 B if a :< b for any 
aEA, bEB. 
It is easily seen (cf. [2]) that the inequality (4.3) remains if true z is replaced 
by any other point in Z, or if we interchange the roles of y and z and begin 
with y choosing yi = 7 on 1r , where 7 is any fixed point of I’. 
5. LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY OF v(x, t) 
We shall need the additional assumptions: 
(viii) f(t, x, Y, ) z is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in t, for 
(t,x,y,z)E[O, TJ x Rm x Y x 2. 
(ix) g(x, t) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in (x, t) E R” x [0, T]. 
(x) h(t, x,y, Z) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in (t, x), for 
(t, x, y, z) E [0, T] x R” x Y x 2. 
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THEOREM 3. Let the conditions (i)-( vi and (viii)-(x) hold. Theta I ‘(s, t) ‘) 
is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in (x, t) in bounded subsets of (R” 2: [O, T]) - F. 
Proof. Consider first the case where h G 0. 
Let K be a bounded subset of (R”’ x [0, T]) - F. 1Ye have to prove that 
, V(Xl ) t1) - V(X” , t,J 6 const(/ x1 - x,, 1 + 1 t, - t, 1) (5.1) 
for all (q , tl) and (X ,, , to) in K. There exists a positive number R such that 
every trajectory of (1. l), (1.2) with (x0 , to) E K satisfies: ( x(t)1 < R. 
Let F’ be a closed domain as in the proof of Lemma 2. Thus, Z’ is parallel 
to aF at a distance p, and F’ CF. 
Denote by x(t; A, , P) the trajectory of (l.l), (1.2) corresponding to 
(A, , P), and denote its capture time by t(A, , P). 
For any 6 there exists a s-strategy pis such that for any A,, 
P[Ll, , P] > r. - 6, where V” = V(xo ) to). (5.2) 
Let 0 < p < p0 where pc, is as in Lemma 2, and let t be any number in the 
interval to < t < t(A, , fs) such that (x(t; A, , fs), t) lies, for t = t, in a 
p-neighborhood of 3F. Set x == ~(t; A, , fs), and let (2, i) be a nearest point 
on 8F to (%, t). In view of Lemma 2, if 6 < S,,(p) then we can modify A, into 
8, on intervals containing points t > t, such that the first value t^  for which 
(x(t; 6, , f6), t) intersects 3F satisfies: 
i-S<,<<i+t(+L (c,, constant independent of p). (5.3) 
The corresponding point of intersection (on i3F) is therefore situated within 
distance <<c,~ from (2, i), where cr is a constant independent of I”. Here we 
have used the fact that we can take 6,,(p) < p, and the fact that trajectories 
satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition with the same coefficient. 
Since g is Lipschitz continuous, we conclude that 
P[& ) F’“] < g(Z, t=) + c+ 
where c2 is a constant independent of p. Combining this with (5.2) (with A, 
replaced by A,), we conclude that 
g(% i) 2 vll - q-6 
where c = c2 + 1, provided we take 8&L) < CL. We have proved: 
LEMMA 3. For any t, < t < t(d, , p8), if the point (x(t; A,, Fis), t) lies 
in a p-neighborhood of 3F, where 0 < p < p,, , then at each of its nearest points 
(Z, t=) on aF: 
g(Z, i) > v, - cp. (5.4) 
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We next wish to modify Fis into fs for a reason which will become clear a 
little later. Take any A, . We define p8,j = pis*j for allj such that Ij does not 
lie to the right of t(A, , F8) (on the real t-line). For the remaining intervals I? , 
we modify fsJ so that the modified trajectory intersects F’ in time <c’p, 
where c’ is some constant independent of p. This can be done as in the proof 
of Theorem 1 of [2] (which is somewhat simpler than the proof of Lemma 2 
of the present paper). 
The inequality (5.2) remains true also for F6, since the strategies piis and 
fs do not differ for all Ij with t < t(A, , Fi”). For simplicity we shall now 
denote fs by p8. 
LEMMA 4. If y(t) iS any trUjeCtOry satisfying 
sup I y(t) - 4t; A,, p’)I < I*, 
t,<t<T 
then at thejirst point (x*, t*) where (y(t), t) intersects i3F, 
g(x*, t*) > V” - cp 
where C is a constant independent of CL. 
Proof. Suppose t* < t(A, , F;“). Since also 
&(t*; A, , Fish t*) < CL, 
(5.5) 
Lemma 3 shows that any nearest point (2, i) to (x(t*; A,, Fis), t*) on aF 
satisfies: 
g(Z, i) > v, - cl*. 
But the point (X, i) is within distance 2~ from (x*, t*) (since both points have 
distance <TV from the same point (x(t*; A,, F8), t*)). Since g is Lipschitz 
continuous, we get the assertion (5.5). 
Suppose next that t* > t(A, , fs). F rom the modified definition of fs 
we know that (x(t; A,, Ts), t) intersects 3F’ at some time i < t(A, , F8) + +, 
where c  ^is a constant independent of CL. Since the distance between aF’ and a$’ 
is p, the first time t = t* when (y(t), t) intersects aF is subject to the 
inequalities: 
t(A, , F8) < t* < t(A, , p;“) + QL. 
The point (x*, t*) = (y(t*), t*) is therefore situated at distance <& from 
the point (a, t) where (x(t; A,, 176), t) intersects aF for the first time; c” is a 
constant independent of TV, Since 
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and since g is Lipschitz continuous, we get 
g(X*, f”) 23 v, -~ s -- C’& 
where C’ is a constant independent of p. Recalling that S < S,,(p) < p, we 
obtain the assertion (5.5). 
Now let (x0, to) and (x1 , tr) be two points in K. LVe form a one-to-one map 
# from the y-controls on [tU , T] onto the y-controls on [tr , T]: ($y)(s) = y(t) 
where 
s = f, -t- 1’ _ f” ?L!z (t - f”). 
Similarly we define a map 4 from the z-controls on [to , T] onto the z-controls 
on [tr , T], and then, in the obvious manner, a map II, of S-strategies defined on 
[to, T] onto a-strategies defined on [I, , T] (cf. [I]; 94). We denote by $4,) 
#P the images, under #, of A, and 1’” respectively. The trajectory of (1.1) 
with x(t,) = x1 , which corresponds to (+I, , #P) is denoted by 
~(t; 44 , U’*). 
From the standard theory of ordinary differential equations we deduce the 
inequality 
1 x(t; A, , f’“) - x(t; $0, , @)I -< k(i x1 - x0 1 -IL j t, - f, ) 
(k positive constant) 
for all t < t < T, where t =I- max(t, , tr). 
Set 
y  = R(l x1 - xg i + ; t, - f ,  I). 
I f  we apply Lemma 4 with y(t) _- x(t; $0, , q@), then we get 
P[@, , @I 2 V,, - CP 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
provided y  < p. Since A, is arbitrary, by taking the infimum over the family 
of all the A, in (5.8), we get 
This is true for all 6 < S,(p). Taking S + 0 we get 
V(“1 ? t1) b @%J > to) - CF provided y  < p (5.9) 
Note now that if suffices to prove (5.1) when y  (defined in (5.7)) is 
sufficiently small. We may therefore assume that y  < ,u,, . We can then write 
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y  =~forsomeO<~<~s. The inequality in (5.9) is then valid. Since the 
roles of (x0 , to) and (x1 , tr) can be interchanged, we obtain 
I w > t1) - vxo , to)1 d G = CY 
= Ck(/ Xl - x0 I + I t, - to I). 
This completes the proof of the theorem in case h :G 0. 
We shall now show that the general case (with the payoff having both 
integral and terminal parts) can be reduced to the case of a terminal payoff. 
Introduce a new variable x0 = $J h(l, a(t), y(t), z(t)) dt. This amounts to 
adding to the system (1. l), (1,2) the differential equation 
and the initial condition 
(5.10) 
xo(to) = 0. (5.11) 
We define a new terminal set 
F, = ((x0 , x, t); ---co < x0 < co, (x, t) EF>, 
and a new payoff 
Po(Y, 4 = g(x(% t”) + x0(0. (5.12) 
The differential game defined by (1. l), (1.2), (1.3) with the terminal set F is 
“equivalent” to the differential game defined by the differential equations 
(l.l), (5.10), by the initial conditions (1.2), (5.1 I), and by the payoff (5.12), 
where the terminal set is F. . Alore precisely, the two games have the same 
sets of a-strategies, and they have the same Value. 
Note that the normal to 8F, is orthogonal to the x0-axis. Hence if F satisfies 
the condition (F*) then F,, satisfies the same condition (in the space of 
variables (x0 , x, t). 
Since the payoff (5.12) has only a terminal term, we can apply the result 
proved above, and thus complete the proof of the theorem. 
We conclude this section with a theorem whose proof is similar to the proof 
of Theorem 6 of [2]: 
THEOREM 4. Let the assumptions (i)-(vi) and (viii)-(x) hoZd. If  V(x, t) is 
continuously differentiable in an open set D of [Rm x (0, T)] -F, then it 
satisjies in Q the Bellman-Isaacs equation 
a T Jx, t) 
+ yj; y$$ 
m aqx, t) 
at c -&- fi(t, X,Y, 4 + 4, X,Y, 4 = 0. (5.13) i=l 
i 
I 
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6. ARBITRARY SEQUENCE OF PARTITIOXS 
In the definition of a differential game one uses partitions of a special nature, 
i.e., one divides [to , T] into 2?intervals of equal length, and takes r ~: 1, 2,... . 
In [I] we have proved that if we take any other sequence {z-~} of partitions with 
] zrk ( + 0, then the corresponding upper and lower values, I’=, and 16, , 
satisfy 
kyrn VT* = !-z LTV, = V. (6.1) 
An analogous result holds for survival games: 
THEOREM 5. Assume that (i)-(vi) hold and that F satis@ (F*). Then (6.1) 
is valid. 
We shall sketch the proof. First we notice that the proof of Theorem 3 can 
be extended with Lipschitz continuity replaced by other types of moduli of 
continuity. In particular, if we omit the assumptions (viii)-(x), we can still 
prove that V(x, t) is a continuous function. 
It follows that for any E > 0 there exists an 17 > 0 such that 
I V(x, , tl) - V(x, , to)i < t if 1 X1 - X0 i + / t, - t, I < 7. (6.2) 
We can now compare 1/‘* with VT* where n* is a partition obtained from 
a partition 7r by adding one more point. Using the result of the last paragraph 
(i.e., the result (6.2)) and arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5 of [I], we find 
that 
1 V” - V”* ; ,< y(l 77 1); 744 - 0 if s --j 0. 
We can now use the arguments following the proof of Lemma 5 in [I] and 
thus complete the proof of Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY. If the payofJ has the form (1.4), then the assertion of Theorem 5 
is true even ifF satisfies only the condition (F) of [2] (i.e., if the condition (2.6) 
of (F*) is omitted.) 
Indeed, (6.2) remains true in this case. 
We conclude this work with a remark on the definition of a saddle point. 
In that definition we employed the concept of strategy based upon the same 
sequence of partitions which was used in the definition of Value. But we can 
in the same way use any other sequence of partitions rrk, with 1 rk 1 + 0. 
The theorems asserting the existence of saddle points (in both this paper and in 
[I], [2]) remain true, and the proofs are unchanged. This remark is important, 
because in some examples it may become desirable to employ a particular 
sequence of partitions different from the one which we have employed. 
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